Getting to Know:
Cottingham,
Northamptonshire
The Village Walk
Cottingham (SP844901 SatNav LE16 8XL)
is 3 miles NW of Corby and 2 miles WSW
of Rockingham Castle. It was designated a
conservation village in 1975. The origin of
the name is Anglo-Saxon possibly meaning
a settlement of Cotta’s people, although
this is disputed.
Walk duration: 1! hours.
Walk distance: 1" miles
Walk type: Mostly pavement, easy with some
steps and hills.
Please observe all the highway and
countryside codes.
Start at the main crossroads in the village, known as ‘The Cross’, and head up Corby Road.
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The sign (which was designed and crafted by Cottingham’s Chris Owen) depicts notable elements of the village and general area
including its sister village, Middleton: the village church, a horse trough, a horse-rider, the village war memorial, a heron and a
windmill.
Cottingham is part of Rockingham Forest and the royal pursuit of hunting in the forest had a profound impact on the villagers.
-X[EW/MRK.SLR´WJEZSYVMXILYRXMRKJSVIWX8LMWI\TPEMRWXLILSVWIVMHIVWMKRM½GERGI8LILIVSRMRHMGEXIWXLIZMGMRMX]XSXLI6MZIV
;IPPERH´W¾SSHTPEMRKVE^MRKQEVWL%[MRHQMPPMWMQTSVXERXEWXLIVI[IVIXLVIIQMPPWMRXLIZMPPEKISZIVXLIGIRXYVMIW2S[XLIVI
is only part of one windmill remaining which has been incorporated into a house. The horse trough, based on one you can still
see in Middleton, is symbolic of the water that arises from springs in the villages.You’ll be seeing evidence of the importance of
the spring water for Cottingham, and you’ll be introduced to the village church along the way.
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This triangle of land was the site for the village well-head, which was an old-fashioned pump decanting into a trough. The area
is well known for its natural springs and in 1854 the important village landowners (copyholders) provided a water supply.You’ll
come across pumps and springs that demonstrate this water supply on the walk. Mains water was only supplied to the village in
1957 and the well-head was dismantled in the 1960s.
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:MPPEKIWLSTWERH4SWX3J½GIWTPE]IHEWXVSRKTEVXSJLMWXSV]JSVQER]ZMPPEKIW8LI]FSRHIHXLIGSQQYRMX]8LMWZMPPEKIWLST[EW
GIVXEMRP]STIRMRXLIWEWE+IRIVEP7XSVI-XFIGEQIXLIZMPPEKI4SWX3J½GIMRXLIPEXIW8LIWXSVIGPSWIHJSVEGSYTPI
of years from 2009, but luckily the present stores reopened with grants from the European Union Leader scheme, the Lottery,
the Plunkett Foundation, and support from local people. It is run with the help of village volunteers. Do pop in for a chat, walk
provisions, home-made snacks, food essentials, local produce, newspapers, delicacies, internet access and more ... There’s an old
photo of the well-head trough on the café back wall too.
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The Old Bakehouse is notable for the late 17th, 18th and 19th century features including bands of square ironstones in the main
building, precision-carved stone heads to some of the windows, a mullion stone window, and skilfully worked cut stone gable
parapets and their support stones.
8LIVI[IVIXLVIIFEOILSYWIWMR'SXXMRKLEQMR2SXMGIERSXLIV³3PH&EOILSYWI´MR'LYVGL7XVIIX[LIR]SYTEWWMXPEXIV
and there was also one in Rockingham Road too. This one here was the last working bakehouse though.
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From Corby Road you are viewing two parts to the Chapel built at separate
times. The part on the right is the oldest being built in 1808 but you are
looking at the brick back of the building. The front of this old part, facing
the church, is ironstone with distinctive large windows. The addition on the
PIJX 2I[;IWPI]ER'LETIP [EWFYMPXMR8LIQEMRIRXVERGIMRXLMW
³RI[´TEVXMWNYWXSJJSRXLIVMKLXJVSQXLIQEMRVSEH8LI;IWPI]ER+YMPH
contributed greatly to village life as did the Cottingham Wesleyan brass
band, strongly active until 1939.Various events are still held in the chapel
schoolroom and it is available for hire at a very reasonable rate.
Opposite the Wesleyan Chapel, built sideways on to the road is
our next building of interest.
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Greystones dates from the mid to late 18th Century. This building again displays the bands of ironstone but some of the windows
have wooden lintels and 19th century hinged windows. The main door and bay window are also 19th century. This apparently
used to be a butcher’s and slaughter house.
Take care and cross over Corby Road as the footpath on the right disappears.
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%W]SYQSZIEPSRKXLIQEMR'SVF]VSEHPSSOEGVSWWXLIVSEHERHWXST[LIR]SYGERWIIXLIGLYVGLGPSGOXSXLIPIJXSJXLI
REVVS[¾YITVSXVYHMRKJVSQXLIVSSJSJEJEVLSYWI-RXLIQMHHMWXERGI]SYGERNYWXQEOISYXWSQIWUYEVIHLSPIWYRHIVRIEXL
the rounded top of an old wall. These are the remains of a square dovecote/pigeonnerie. (Binoculars will help, if you have some.)
Similar dovecote/pigeonnerie constructions are found all over Europe, even dating to pre-Roman times. In Medieval times,
dovecotes were controlled by law as only nobles were granted permission to have them. Later, they became important sources
of food and could be found more widely such as in farmsteads. In some parts of Europe the pigeon droppings were/are used in
PIEXLIVXERRMRKXSWSJXIRXLILMHIW%TTEVIRXP]XLMWTMKISRRIVMI[EWYWIHJSVJSSH-XMWSRTVMZEXITVSTIVX]WSTPIEWIVIWTIGXXLI
owners’ rights and only view it from here.
Continue along Corby Road and on the opposite side watch for a footpath heading downwards towards
Water Lane. Cross carefully and take the footpath.
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%W]SY[EPOHS[RXLIJSSXTEXL]SY´PPKIXE½RIZMI[SJXLIVIQEMRWSJXLIPMQIOMPRMRXLI½IPHSR]SYVJEVPIJX8LMWMWTVMZEXI
PERHWSTPIEWINYWXZMI[XLIVIQEMRWJVSQXLITYFPMGTEXL[E]=SYGERWIIPEVKIKVI]WXSRIWMREVIGXERKYPEVWLETI XLIJYVREGI 
with a partial archway and trees growing out of the top. Lime was used in the 18th and 19th centuries for building (mortar
and plaster) and as a fertiliser for farming. Lime was made by burning limestone with coal inside the furnace. The large archway
supplied a good stock of oxygen to help the burning process.
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2SXMGIXLIWXSRIJEGIWERHGEVZMRKWRIEVXLIVSS¾MRI;I´PPWIIQSVISJXLIWIPEXIV8LILSYWIREQIQMKLXKMZI]SYEGPYIXLEX
a stone-mason lived here at one time and he used these to show his skills. Building using stone was a strong occupation around
these parts. Ironstone was plentiful, workable and durable... which led, of course, to Corby’s fame as a steel producer later.
Limestone occurs too, as the kiln would suggest, and it is used in local buildings as we’ll see.

7KH/LPHNLOQ$VVD\2IÀFH
8LIXMR]FYMPHMRKSRXLIPIJXSTTSWMXIXLIKETFIX[IIRERH;EXIV0ERI[EWXLIEWWE]SJ½GIJSVXLIPMQIOMPR'EVXWPEHIRIH
with lime would pull up here to be inspected for the quality and amount. The building has been recently restored.
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%W]SY´HI\TIGXJVSQXLIVSEHREQI[EXIVJVSQWTVMRKWLEWWIVZIHXLIZMPPEKIJSVLYRHVIHWSJ]IEVWERHQE]FISRISJXLI
VIEWSRWXLEXIZMHIRGISJ%RKPS7E\SRERH6SQERWIXXPIQIRXWLEWFIIRJSYRHEVSYRHXLIZMPPEKI8LMWWTVMRK[EWTEVXSJXLI
[EXIVWYTTP]GSRRIGXIHXSXLI[IPPLIEH 2S MRXLIQMHXLGIRXYV]=SYQE]WIIXLIWTVMRKVYRRMRKSYXYRHIVRIEXLXLIPIJX
bank along the side of the lane into the drain.
Look out for the stepped path on the left before the end of the lane that will lead you up through part of
the graveyard to the church.
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The church itself is now only open for designated services which are listed on
the notice board. Until the mid 1960s there used to be a permanent Rector
who played a great part in the village history. The Parish Rolls recording births,
marriages and deaths from 1533 - late 19th and early 20th centuries are
EZEMPEFPIEX2SVXLEQTXSR6IGSVH3J½GISVZME8LI2SVXLEQTXSRWLMVI*EQMP]
,MWXSV]7SGMIX]8LI4EVMWL6SPPWERHKVEZIWXSRIWFIEVQER]SJXLIJEQMP]
names that shaped the village and still do.
St. Mary Magdalene church dates from the 12th century and has building
styles from many of the following centuries as well. The construction shows
a mixture of bands of ironstone and limestone: square and regular. The spire
MWGVEJXIHJVSQGYXPMQIWXSRI%PPEVSYRHXLIXS[IV]SY´PPRSXMGIQSVIGEVZIH
heads. Many of the windows have tracery, trefoils and quatrefoil circles. If
you look carefully there are three gargoyles. The graveyard displays memorial
stones and tombs dating across several centuries. In the newer second section,
XLMVHVS[ERHWIZIVEPKVEZIWMRMWXLIKVEZISJ'SPSRIP+ISVKI6MTPI][LSHMIHJVSQLMWMRNYVMIWWYWXEMRIHMR*VERGIMR8LI
grave is maintained still by the Commonwealth War Graves Commission and the Colonel is commemorated on the village war
QIQSVMEPXLEX]SY´PPWIIPEXIV8LIVIEVIWSQI½RIZMI[WSJXLIZMPPEKIJVSQXLIXSTSJXLIKVEZI]EVH
From the entrance gate to the church turn left up the track, for about 50 yards until the kissing gate that
leads into The Dale. This track is part of the Jurassic Way walk, as the right-of-way markers indicate.
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8LIMHIESJ4SGOIX4EVOWFIKERMR2SVXLEQTXSRWLMVI8LI]EVIWQEPPPSGEPREXYVEPEVIEWXLEXLEZIFIIREHSTXIHF]ZMPPEKIVW
8LMWSRI[EWFSYKLXSJJXLIGLYVGLMR[MXLXLILIPTSJXLIGSYRX]ERHTEVMWLGSYRGMPWXLI%QIRMX]7SGMIX]ERHWXVSRK
support from the villagers. They wanted to save it from agricultural change. The Dale is a rare, natural limestone meadow with
WXIITWMHIWERHMWTEVXMGYPEVP]TSTYPEV[LIRMXWRS[W-XLEWEWIEWSREPWYGGIWWMSRSJXVEHMXMSREPQIEHS[¾S[IVW)RNS]XLIQFYX
TPIEWIHSR´XTMGOXLIQ=SYQE]EPWSWIIWSQIGEXXPITSWWMFP]EVEVIFVIIHKVE^MRKXLITEWXYVI7MQMPEVKVE^MRKLEWLETTIRIHJSV
GIRXYVMIWLIVI8SXLIPIJXEJXIVXLIW]GEQSVIXVII]SYGERWXMPPWIIXLIVIQEMRWSJEVMHKIERHJYVVS[WXVMT½IPHERSPHJEVQMRK
QIXLSH[LMGLMWFIGSQMRKLEVHIVERHLEVHIVXS½RH3TTSWMXIXLIKEXIMRXS8LI(EPIMRXLIJSVQIV6IGXSV]+EVHIRMWEVEVI
small-leaved lime tree which is one of the largest in Britain.
-J]SY´HPMOIXSGSRXMRYIEPSRKXLIXVEGOSZIVXLIXST½IPHW[MXLWXYRRMRKZMI[WMX[MPPXEOI]SYMRXS
Middleton and you can return to Cottingham to pick up the walk via Main Street to the parish boundary
marker shown on this map. The extra walk may be muddy especially after rain and take you about 30
minutes as an amble. It’s about 1" miles. Along the way notice the avenue of young lime trees on the right.
These were planted by villagers in 2000 to replace the old elm trees killed by Dutch Elm disease.
Otherwise follow the walk as marked on the map, going back along the track and down the steps in front of
the main entrance to the Church into Church Street. There’s more evidence of the village springs just against
the wall on your right where there’s an old cast iron trough and constant running water. The trough is a bit
murky now but it would have been very active in its day. This one is a recast replacement for the original
that cracked. It was donated by a former Church Street resident.
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/.9./&S#H9.5&#II#)(:7&5
Mid 17th – 19th centuries. It’s built of Ironstone and limestone with a Collyweston (see no. 15) slate roof. This property is well
hidden and little is visible of the main building or stables. Please respect the present owner’s privacy.You can see the next two
PMWXIHFYMPHMRKW[MXLWSQIWMQMPEVJIEXYVIWXS8LI6IGXSV]TEVXMGYPEVP]MJ]SYWXERHEXXLINYRGXMSRSJ'LYVGL7XVIIXERH;EXIV
Lane.
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2YQFIV'LYVGL,SYWIMW1MHXLGIRXYV]MVSRWXSRI[MXLEPMQIWXSRIJEGEHIEXXLIJVSRX[LMGLQEOIWMXRSXMGIEFP]
HMJJIVIRXJVSQQER]SJXLISXLIVFYMPHMRKWEVSYRH-XLEWE'SPP][IWXSRWPEXIVSSJ'SPP][IWXSRMWE2SVXLEQTXSRWLMVIZMPPEKI
RIEV7XEQJSVH'SPP][IWXSRVSSJXMPIWEVIRSXEGXYEPP]WPEXIFYXEVIXLMRPMQIWXSRIXMPIWXLEXEVITVM^IHJSVXLIMVHMJJIVIRGI8LI
stone window and door surrounds are original.
2YQFIV[EWSVMKMREPP]X[SLSYWIWFYXMWRS[SRI8LI]HEXIJVSQXLIPEXIXLGIRXYV]ERHPEXIXLGIRXYV]8LI]EVI
ironstone and limestone with slate roofs. The windows differ. Those on the left are under wood lintels but those on the right are
WXSRI[MXLE½RIXLVIITEVXQYPPMSR[MRHS[SRXLI½VWX¾SSV8LISPHJSYVTERIPHSSVWYRHIVWXSRIEVGLIWEHHGLEVEGXIV
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Outside the driveway of 6a Church Street you’ll see the remnants of a water tap that was part of the early water provision for
XLIZMPPEKI8LMWPMOIXLI;EXIV0ERIWTVMRK[EWPMROIHXSXLI[IPPLIEHRS[XLIWMXISJXLIZMPPEKIWMKRTSWX 7II2S
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2YQFIV ³1YWIYQ'EWXW´ YWIHXSFI'LEQFIVPEMR´W4SWX3J½GIERH+VSGIV]7XSVI8LIWUYEVIFE]WLSTWX]PI[MRHS[LEW
external shutters boxed away at the side. The building is listed as early 18th century with subsequent remodelling early 19th
century. (This dating is under discussion.) It is crafted ironstone and limestone with a slate roof. Just after the old carriage
archway was the village reading room dating from the mid 19th century. If the archway is open you might glimpse some old
/IXXIVMRKWLSTWMKRWJVSQXLIIEVP]XLGIRXYV]2YQFIV'LYVGL7XVIIXMWRSXEQYWIYQ8LIREQITPEXIMWEFYWMRIWWREQI
and the owners make displays for historic buildings and museums.
3RXLISTTSWMXIWMHISJXLIWXVIIXRSXMGIXLILSYWIGEPPIH³3PH&EOILSYWI´8LMWMWXLIWIGSRHSRI[I´ZIWIIRSRXLI[EPO
2YQFIV'LYVGL7XVIIXMWXLSYKLXXSHEXIJVSQXLIPEXIXLGIRXYV]-XMWFYMPXSJWUYEVIHMVSRWXSRIERHLEWE'SPP][IWXSR
VSSJ-XLEWE½RIXLGIRXYV]WXSRIHSSV[E][MXLETPEROHSSVXLEX[EWETTEVIRXP]XLIIRXVERGIXSXLI6IEHMRK6SSQ
At the end of Church Street, we’re back to The Cross in the village centre, so cross over with care to go down
School Lane.
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This lane was the continuation of the old Roman Road,Via Devana, linking Chester to Colchester. The lane used to be called Dag
0ERIFYX[EWKMZIRMXWRI[REQIMRMR¾YIRGIHF]XLISPHZMPPEKIWGLSSP[LMGL[EWFYMPXLIVIMR8LIWGLSSPWIVZIHXLI
ZMPPEKI[IPPYRXMPMX[EWGPSWIHMRXLIIEVP]W8LI2SVXLEQTXSRWLMVI6IGSVH3J½GILEZIVIXEMRIHXLIWGLSSP´WEHQMRMWXVEXMSR
VIGSVHW8LI]QEOIJEWGMREXMRKVIEHMRKMJ]SY´VIMRGPMRIH8LIGYVVIRX'SJ)4VMQEV]7GLSSPSTIRIHSR&IVV]½IPH6SEH=SY´PP
notice this new school when you visit the war memorial. The Old Schoolhouse here is now a private residence. There is a
prominent bend in School Lane, but the old Roman Road would have continued straight on and its route can easily be seen in the
straight sections of road clearly visible on a map.
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8LIRI[IVLSYWIWSRXLIVMKLXSJXLI,MKL7XVIIX[SYPHLEZIFIIR½IPHWPSSOMRKSYXSZIV1MPP6SEHXSXLI6MZIV;IPPERHERH
you’d have been able to see the water mill that was sited there from the 16th to the early 20th century.You’ll meet Mill Road on
]SYVVMKLXEXXLIIRHSJXLI,MKL7XVIIX-XMWPMOIP]XLEXXLI'SXXMRKLEQ1MPPVIGSVHIHMRXLI(SQIWHE]&SSOSJ[EWEGVSWW
the River Welland near here, but the course of the river has changed over time. There are a few inaccessible remains of the more
recent Cottingham water mill on the present north riverbank. The mill was most active over the 18th and 19th centuries, was
disused by 1922 and was demolished in 1936.
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6IQIQFIVXLMW[EWHITMGXIHMRXLIZMPPEKIWMKR-X[EWIVIGXIHNYWXEJXIVXLIWX;SVPH;EVERHPMWXWXLSWIJVSQXLI
village killed in that war. If you saw Colonel George Ripley’s grave in the churchyard, you’ll understand why his name is here.The
memorial actually says 1914-1919. 1919 was the year when the Treaty of Versailles was signed. On the back, it lists those killed in
the 2nd World War 1939-45.
,S[IZIVXLIZMPPEKI[SYPHLEZIWIIRXYVFYPIRXXMQIWSJ½KLXMRK[IPPFIJSVIXLIWI[EVW&IGEYWI'SXXMRKLEQMWWSRIEV
6SGOMRKLEQ'EWXPI X[SQMPIW MXLEWFIIRMR¾YIRGIHERHEJJIGXIHF]XLMWTVS\MQMX]6SGOMRKLEQ'EWXPILEWRSXFIIREW
XVSYFPIHF]IRIQMIWERH½KLXMRKEWSXLIVGEWXPIWFIGEYWIMX[EWSJXIRYWIHEWE6S]EPVIWMHIRGIJSVLYRXMRKMRXLI½RIJSVIWXW
around it. But the English Civil war 1642-1651 saw this part of the country feature strongly. Charles I garrisoned Rockingham
Castle with his royalist troops (Cavaliers). There were several skirmishes with the Parlimentarians (Roundheads) and in 1643 the
GEWXPI[EWGETXYVIHF]XLIQ0EXIVXLI&EXXPISJ2EWIF] MRRIEVF]1EVOIX,EVFSVSYKL [EWGSRWMHIVIHEOI]FEXXPIERH
Charles lost. It is not hard to imagine Cottingham embroiled in all this turmoil as it was so close although we don’t have precise
records of the village in relation to the Civil War at that time.
The Cottingham and Middleton Village Hall is a new building just at the back of the school. Previously the
Wesylan Chapel served as Cottingham’s hall.
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This probably dates from the mid 19th century. It’s a cast iron three-cornered post with a hollow back. It denotes the parish
boundary between Cottingham and Middleton. Over time these once distinct villages have almost become one as you can see.

11"#@+9E#;)8:&
8LIWXVIIXREQIWEVSYRHLIVIEVIWMKRM½GERX8LIQEMRLSYWISJ'SXXMRKLEQ[EWGEPPIH³&YV],SYWI´EQSRKSXLIVREQIWERH
MRSPHIVZIVWMSRW³&IV]´SV³&IVV],SYWI´7TIPPMRKWZEVMIHEWVIEHMRKERH[VMXMRK[IVIRSXGSQQSRWOMPPWYRXMPXLIXLGIRXYV]
8LMWI\TPEMRW³&IVV]6SEH´ERH³&IVV]½IPH6SEH´ERHRS[³&YV]'PSWI´8LIWIFYRKEPS[W[IVIFYMPXSRTEVXSJ&YV],SYWI´WPERH
XLEX[EWHIZIPSTIHMRXLIW6SQERVIQEMRW[IVIJSYRHLIVIPMROMRK'SXXMRKLEQXSXLI6SQERWQSVIWXVSRKP]XLER½VWX
thought. Coins, a 1st century vase, evidence of iron workings, drying ovens, 2nd-4th century pottery and more were recorded.
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This house is a private residence. Please respect the privacy of the owners.
&YV],SYWIMWHIWGVMFIHEWEGSYRXV]LSYWI-XHEXIWJVSQXLIPEXIXL'IRXYV]FYMPX[MXLGVEJXIHPMQIWXSRIERHMVSRWXSRI
It has a Swithland slate roof. Swithland is a small village in Charnwood, Leicestershire. This type of slate roof was popular until
the 19th century and had been used by the Romans, but the slate industry in Swithland then declined and the quarries are now
HMWYWIH8LILSYWILEWTERIPPIHHSYFPIHSSVW[MXLWXITWPIEHMRKXSXLIQERHQSYPHIHWXSRI[MRHS[WYVVSYRHW%W]SY´HI\TIGX
XLIGSRWIGYXMZIS[RIVWSJ&YV],SYWILEZIFIIRTVSQMRIRXQIQFIVWSJXLI'SXXMRKLEQGSQQYRMX]-RXLIWXLIWXEFPIW
ERHSYXLSYWIW[IVIXYVRIHMRXS[LEXMWRS[³8LI,YRXMRK0SHKI´ XLIHVMZI[E]MWSR]SYVPIJX 8LMWLEWLEHEGLIUYIVIHLMWXSV]
being a casino, a ballroom, a hotel and it may become a residential home.
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This used to be a thatched cottage and has been around since about 1854. It was a much smaller building than now, but as a
pub central to the village, it featured strongly in many village occasions. The new Spread Eagle was built in the 1960s at the back
of the original Spread Eagle which was subsequently demolished. This pub closed in 2012 but has now reopened under new
management.
Now you are back at The Cross, cross over carefully to go up Rockingham Road a short way uphill to the
viewpoint.

1J"#-(&WK8(*7#8N&9#7%&#2&)).*5#-.))&E#78#U&(O&:7&9:%(9&#.*5#F+7).*5
This will give you a feel for the lovely vistas that are around Cottingham. They would have been more abundant over the
centuries for the inhabitants but the village retains its charm and character even today. The views have been called some of the
½RIWXMR2SVXLEQTXSRWLMVI6SGOMRKLEQ'EWXPI[EWFYMPXLMKLIVSRELMPPEFSYXX[SQMPIWHS[RXLMWVSEHWS]SYGERMQEKMRI
why a defensive building was placed there. The site of a second windmill for Cottingham is believed to have been near here. It is
recorded as being on land near Rockingham Road in 1887. There was a brickyard near here too in the late 19th and early 20th
GIRXYVMIW[LIVIQER]SJXLIVIHFVMGOW]SYGERWIIMRXLIZMPPEKIMRLSYWIWSJXLMWTIVMSH[IVIQEHI%FSYXLEPJEQMPIJYVXLIV
HS[RXLIVSEH]SYGER½RHELSYWIGEPPIH&VMGO½IPH,SYWI8LILIEZ]GPE]WSMP FSYPHIVGPE] MWTVIZEPIRXMRXLIWITEVXWERHLEW
helped shape the agricultural and historical character of the villages in Rockingham Forest.

1C"#?)5#O)87%(*/#<.O789E#R*8W#@+9/%)&E#48+:&S
%VSYRHEWYGGIWWJYPGPSXLMRK½VQJVSQ/IXXIVMRK;EPPMWERH0MRRIPPFYMPXXLMWJEGXSV]&]XLIIEVP]WSZIVXLMVX]ZMPPEKIVW
were working here. In the 1980s it changed into a shoe factory that then expanded into making other leather goods until it
GPSWIHMR2S[XLIFYMPHMRKLEWFIIRGSRZIVXIHMRXSXLVIIETEVXQIRXW2SXMGIXLIGEVZIHJEGIWSRXLIFYMPHMRK8LIWIEVI
similar to ones we saw earlier in Water Lane (See no. 9).

1L"#'+77:B#;%+7*&E:X#].,:#.*5#,89&#^#@)(*5#U.*&
On the corner of Blind Lane (house no. 2) you’ll see lists of tempting, award-winning, home-made goodies that are made on the
premises. Can you resist them!

1T"#$%&#F8E.)#H&89/&X#@)(*5#U.*&
8LMWFIGEQIETYFMRERH[EWREQIHEJXIVXLI6S]EP+ISVKI¾EKWLMTXLEX[EWGSQQMWWMSRIHMRXLEX]IEVFYXXLIFYMPHMRK
had been in existence from the 13th century. This is one of the oldest buildings in Cottingham. It has several sections and its
history explains the rather ad hoc shape. The lower lounge was a farmhouse from the 13th century, the middle lounge is from
the early 14th century. The pub apparently contains the earliest domestic roof cruck in Britain, tree-ring dated to 1262 – but note
that this is in a private room and is not accessible to the public. Other rooms have been added and adapted making The Royal
George well worth a visit for good beer and a wide range of food.
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ETTVIGMEXIXLIVYVEPTMGXYVIWUYIX]TMGEP FYXHMWETTIEVMRK )RKPMWLZMPPEKIWGIRI8LIVIMWEPWSEQ]WXIVMSYW³GEMVR´SRXLIEHNEGIRX
LMPP2SSRIWIIQWXSORS[LS[SV[L]XLIXLVIIPEVKIFPSGOWSJMVSRWXSRIVIGIRXP]ETTIEVIH
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[EVXLMWSFWIVZEXMSRTSWX[EWETTEVIRXP]GSRZIVXIHMRXSEXMR]YRHIVKVSYRHRYGPIEV[EVFYROIVTVSFEFP]NYWXMRXIRHIHJSVSRI
or two people. Of course, it was top secret!
8LIPEWXXLEX[EWORS[REFSYXXLMWTSWX[EWXLEXMX[EW¾SSHIHERHJYPPSJVYFFMWL8LIFYROIVMWSRTVMZEXIPERHWSTPIEWIHSR´X
trespass to try and locate it.
%PWSEPSRK'SVF]6SEHX[SFSQFW[IVIHVSTTIHHYVMRKXLI[EVXLEXETTEVIRXP]PIJXEGVEXIVEWFMKEWEFYW
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At this point you can return right along Corby Road back to the Cross where you started, or, you can take in
the last village landmark. The windmill has been incorporated into a house at the rear of the housing estate
in Windmill Close. It is a bit of a trek uphill for about half a mile there and it you can just see the central
part of the old windmill, greatly shortened, surrounded by house extensions.
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one was recorded in 1536. In the late 19th century the mill fell into disuse and had a chequered history as a storage unit until it
was converted and integrated into the present house during the late 1980s and early 1990s. This is the third windmill mentioned
for Cottingham and the only one that survives, albeit partially. Remember that a windmill featured on the village sign you saw at
the beginning of the walk and is symbolic for the village.
If you have viewed the windmill, return to Corby Road and back to the Cross where you started the walk.

We hope you’ve enjoyed the Cottingham Walk and have learned more about your village, if you’re a local. If
]SY´VIEZMWMXSV[ILSTI]SYJIIPXLEX]SY´VIEPQSWXEZMPPEKIV]SYVWIPJRS[=SYGER½RHSYXQYGLQSVISJ
the history and culture of Cottingham at the excellent village website: www.cottinghamhistory.co.uk
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Printable online version available at www.atsf.co.uk/walks
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6SGOMRKLEQ*SVIWX6IZMWMXIH4IXIV,MPP3VQER4YFPMWLMRK
'SVF]ERH6SGOMRKLEQ*SVIWX8LVSYKL8MQI4IXIV,MPP%QFIVP]
Publishing
Rockingham Forest an atlas of the medieval and modern landscape,
+PIRR*SEVH(EZMH,EPPERH8VEGI]4EVXMHE2SVXLEQTXSRWLMVI6IGSVH
Society, 2009
8LI6S]EP*SVIWXWSJ2SVXLEQTXSRWLMVIEWXYH]MRXLIMVIGSRSQ]
4%-4IXXMX2SVXLEQTXSRWLMVI6IGSVH7SGMIX]:SP<<---
2SVXLYQFIVPERH4VIWW
;MRHQMPPWSJ2SVXLEQTXSRWLMVIERHXLI7SOISJ4IXIVFSVSYKL8VIZSV0
Stainwright 1991, Pub. The Bath Press, Bath.
0MWXSJ&YMPHMRKWSJ7TIGMEP%VGLMXIGXYVEPSV,MWXSVMG-RXIVIWX(ITEVXQIRX
SJXLI)RZMVSRQIRX(MWXVMGXSJ'SVF]2SVXLEQTXSRWLMVI
Supplemented by: Corby District Listed Buildings:
Cottingham www.corby.gov.uk/site-page/cottingham-listed-buildings
&VMXMWL,MWXSV]3RPMRIwww.british-history.ac.uk
The Welcome Pack, Cottingham Parish Council www.
cottinghamparishcouncil.org.uk
'SXXMRKLEQ,MWXSV]:MPPEKI[IFWMXIwww.cottinghamhistory.co.uk
2SVXLEQTXSRWLMVI*EQMP],MWXSV]7SGMIX]www.northants-fhs.org

Free Middleton walk also available at www.atsf.co.uk/walks/Middleton_Walk.pdf
This walk available at www.atsf.co.uk/walks/Cottingham_Walk.pdf
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